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Classic Windows & Conservatories are a local business founded in 1992 focused
on supplying and installing only the very best windows, doors and home improvement
products. We are a team of dedicated professionals who are proud that the majority
of our work comes from customer recommendation.
Whatever your home improvement project - be it a new front door
or a full conservatory and window installation - we guarantee that
you will have a dedicated project manager from beginning to end.
This gives you one point of contact and peace of mind.

CLASSIC
WINDOWS & CONSERVATORIES

Unit 10 Levellers Lane, Eynesbury, St Neots, Cambs, PE19 2JL
Tel: 01480 477336 Fax: 01480 477931
E Mail: info@classic1992.co.uk
www.classic1992.co.uk
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INTRODUCTION

THE FINISHING TOUCH
The Quicktrim system has been designed especially for single-ply
flat roof membranes to compliment UPVC fascias and guttering
fixed on domestic properties.

The Firestone RubberCover System is based on EPDM roofing
membranes that are made of a synthetic rubber compound. For
more than 25 years Firestone EPDM membranes have been installed
on commercial and industrial low slope roofs worldwide offering

It is the finished edge which is seen from ground level so its important
it looks neat and blends with the existing roofline.

proven field performance. Today these proven membranes are also
available for residential roofing applications. This means you can

It has also been designed with the installer in mind, all the component
parts are fitted with ease and with the option of using longer lengths
and fewer joints, so fitting time is reduced considerably.

choose the Firestone RubberCover system safe in the knowledge
that a vast amount of industrial experience and knowledge
guarantees long lasting, quality performance.

A MULTITUDE OF USES

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Given the extensive industrial experience and the resultant
development of the product, Firestone RubberCover is an ideal, high
performance system for a variety of flat roofing applications around
your home:

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
Large seamless single-ply sheets
Flame free application
Easy to install without special tools
Little or no maintenance
Life expectancy up to 50 years
Lightweight
Highly flexible
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Both the fascia edge and gutter edge are extruded using virgin plastic
ensuring colour fast, non brittle, identical profiles.
Corner pieces and blank ends are injection moulded using state of
the art manufacturing technnology.
The manufacturing process is BSI quality assured accredited to 99.99%
accuracy

UNIQUE DESIGN

A built in watercheck kerb on the fascia edge trim assures
the rainwater is diverted towards the gutter edge.
The specially formulated Quicktgrim ‘Bond and Seal’ sealant
or a closed cell form tape is used between trim and membrane
to provide a seal and polypop pins are used to mechanically
fix from the outside vertical edge ensuring the membrane is
not penetrated.
Along the guttger edge the membrane is sandwiched between
a pre-installed backplate and a front cover clip ensuring a 100%
water tight seal with no penetrations.

Eco friendly
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